Outstanding Benefits
Unmatched in the industry

- COMPETITIVE SALARY
  $32 an hour for most new graduates
  Full-time employment guaranteed

- COMPREHENSIVE MENTORING
  24 hour assistance
  Placements chosen with your goals in mind

- 100% EMPLOYER PAID INSURANCE
  Medical, dental and vision
  Professional liability and malpractice

- LIFE CHANGING EXPERIENCE
  Exciting locations
  Variety of settings
  Financially empowering

Atlas Healthcare offers a program specifically geared towards new graduates

Do you have an itch to see the country? Do want to gain real-world experience in exciting locations and world-class facilities? Do you want a solid income? Travelling with Atlas Healthcare will help you reach all of these goals.

Envision yourself travelling the country while building an impressive resume with diverse and challenging experiences. Your career can become your vehicle to achieve personal fulfillment while achieving the highest level of success.

For almost 30 years, Atlas Healthcare has provided outstanding therapy to patients throughout the United States.

Why limit yourself? Take control of your career path! Atlas Healthcare will get your career off the ground and send you to the places of your dreams. Where do you want to go?

Come travel with us!

Corporate Office: 1920 Old Springville Road Birmingham, AL 35215  Tel 800.854.4589  Fax 205.520.0455  www.atlashealthcare.com